
 

The term “user charge” is not self-explanatory or easy to define. Generally, user charges can be regarded 

as a form of payment for the use of resources, infrastructure, and services and which are similar to market 

prices for private goods (the biggest difference, however, is that the price levels are usually not 

determined by market forces, but by public authority). The revenue generated in this sense is, however, 

often used differently, varying from country to country. Sometimes, revenues are simply added to the 

general budget of the respective authority (environmental taxes). In other cases, the revenues are 

earmarked for a certain purpose, a purpose that most of the time is connected to the charged activity 

(Bernstein 1997; Interwies et.al. 2005). 

The definition of user charges employed here is connected to the second option. User charges are 

payments for environmental services or resources, whose provision in turn is (partly or wholly) financed by 

the charges. This clearly differentiates them from environmental taxes which are simply utilized to raise 

fiscal revenue. They have to be distinguished also from effluent/pollution charges (see data sheet on 

“Pollution Charges”), whose main purpose is to influence behaviour (Stavins 2002; OECD 2011). 

User charges are mostly employed in transportation (e.g. in the US, revenues from U.S. non-commercial 

motor boat fuels are turned over to an Aquatic Resource Trust Fund), municipal services (e. g. drinking 

water provision and sewage treatment in cities), and product disposal (e.g. battery tax in Sweden) (Stavins 

2002). Other purposes of user charges could be more indirectly linked with the provision of an 

environmental service/a resource. Example of this would be revenues from charges earmarked for the 

improvement of general water resource management, e.g. through removing invasive species or 

monitoring water resources. Reflecting on the last example, the distinction between user charges and PES-

schemes (payments for ecosystem services) dissolves, or, the other way around: user charges are a solid 

base to create a PES-scheme upon. 

A functioning administrative or communal system to collect and enforce the charges is necessary for such 

a system to work properly, especially regarding systems with high price levels and/or volumetric 

measurement (Jenkins/Lamech 1992). However, it is much easier implemented than a market for tradable 

permits, for example. As such, examples for the utilization of user charges range from developed to 

developing countries. User charge systems have also proven to be quite successful in re-financing or 

improving the provision of environmental services or resources, as various case studies demonstrate. 
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Since 1992, urban water prices in Denmark have been based on full-cost recovery so that prices cover both 

economic (through user charges) and environmental costs (through taxes). All urban water users are charged 

according to the volume consumed. The tariff consists partly of a charge (22% for water supply, 45% for 

wastewater disposal and treatment) and partly of a tax (33%). Whereas the charges are utilized to finance the 

respective services and cover the financial costs, the taxes contribute to the general budget. Today, Denmark 

has one of the highest cost levels for water provision; at the same time, the consumption decreased 

significantly. 

Source:  OECD 2011. 
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Water Resource Management Charge, South AfricaWater Resource Management Charge, South AfricaWater Resource Management Charge, South AfricaWater Resource Management Charge, South Africa    

The Water Resource Management Charge is partly a charge to protect the country´s scarce water resources from 

being overused. It has to be paid by significant water users which extract water from the country´s resources. 

Activities that significantly reduce stream flow are also forced to pay the charge. Examples for this are 

afforestation activities. The charges paid by commercial foresters will be utilized in the same Water 

Management Area to improve controls, monitor the quality of the water, develop new infrastructure projects, 

and keep the area clean of invasive alien species. 

Source:  Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (South Africa) (undated). 
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Water use charges (called “levies” in Costa Rica) have been collected in the country since the 1940ies, although 

on a very low level regarding both the height of the price as well as the enforcement intensity. Since 2006, the 

charges are significantly higher. They serve to finance the costs of the water provision on the one hand (50%), 

and on the other hand are funnelled into PES-schemes to protect water catchment areas (mostly forests). This is 

regarded as a great success, as the funds are contributing to slow down deforestation, impeding the degradation 

of watersheds, protecting  hydrological resources and combating poverty. 

Source:  Global Water Partnership 2011. 


